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For Scarlet,
my little rock-and-roller
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“I dream my painting and I paint my dream.”
—Vincent van Gogh
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It is the sweltering summer of my thirteenth year. A freshly minted, freckle-
faced, greasy suburban teen is sequestered in his upstairs bedroom. This is the 
special time: the opening of a new record album, fueled, as ever, with unrivaled 
anticipation. Sweet vinyl salvation—a sacred ritual.

Hallelujah!
Ah, the tingles, as I carefully run a fingernail across the shrink-wrap on 

the sleeve opening—a hallowed prelude to the unveiling of the disc itself. The 
unsheathing of a mystical siren set aloft by strange creatures resembling men, 
but so much more somehow.

Suddenly the intoxicating aroma of freshly pressed wax fills my head. I am 
ready to be delivered.

Next comes a scrupulous perusing of the cover: four cartoon figures in 
near-flight from atop a ragged mountain, the smoldering blue haze of a razed 
city behind them. Their faces emblazoned with a stark white: the Demon, the 
Star Child, the Space Ace, and the Cat Man. A collective visage of heroism. Or 
is it villainy? Perhaps both.

Once the sleeve is freed from its wrapping and slipped from its casing, it is 
hard not to be transfixed by the shiny black exterior, grainy to the touch with an 
exhilarating lure of having come from another realm. A blazing hot red, yellow, 
and white KISS Army shield rests above four words written boldly across the 
top: “SHOUT IT OUT LOUD.”

Ooooh,	yeah. This	is	gonna	be	good.
On the back, the deep black is assaulted by a glorious logo: the balanced 

fulcrum of the mighty K, which expands out from left to right as puckered 
lips to the single monolithic I, as insolent as a single index finger poised to 
the sky or a middle one mocking the world. The twin lightning-bolt S’s sum-
marize its intent. The burned-orange/yellow mélange gives way to lyrics below 
the title, “Detroit Rock City.” They begin defiantly, an impatient exaltation for 
life to commence anew, far beyond the walls of my secret den of masquerades, 
by clutching the wheel of a car cruising at incredible speeds across an infinite 

preface
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blacktop into night. I want to read on, but there is the music to consider. Yes, 
the blessed sacrament beckons.

As I pull the disc from its sleek protection and let it shimmer in the light 
of the late afternoon, the grooves reveal several shades of ebony casting a glow 
beneath the blue-and-white Casablanca Records logo spread across the label. 
Spinning it several times in my hands, as one would examine the details of 
a rare stone, I place it reverently onto the tiny turntable of a child’s portable 
record player—a cheap mono thing made for sing-along tunes and Disney 
soundtracks, as so many had been played before. These would eventually give 
way to the Jackson 5 and then Elton John and various 45s from a glut of one-
hit wonders. Later, my first hard-rock record, the Who’s Tommy, and then 
Jesus	Christ	Superstar, and on to Alice Cooper’s Welcome	to	My	Nightmare and 
Queen’s A	Night	at	the	Opera.

Not long into my last weeks of grade eight, I was talking to a friend about 
our mutual admiration for George Carlin. Our initial conversation about our 
favorite comedian turned into a discussion of comic books and rock music and 
then, ultimately, inevitably, this rock band called KISS. As we yammered on, I 
could not help but notice a copy of Alive! held tightly under his arm. I had to 
know who or what were these costumed creatures striking spastic poses amid 
the smoky glare of the stage. From that moment on, I had never wanted a 
record more—and, to my parents’ lasting credit, it would soon be wrapped for 
my graduation festivities, freed as I was to pursue higher education and all its 
waiting tremors of teenage-hood: zits, masturbation, booze, drugs, sex, cars, and 
sure . . . well . . . my studies.

And did I play the damn thing. Day and night, night and day throughout 
the steamy summer of 1976, our nation’s bicentennial, dissecting every liner 
note and studying each photograph, reveling in the distinctive KISS magic: the 
face paint, the blood, the fire and explosions, the costumes and the mayhem 
hijacking every inch of my rabid imagination.

For me, KISS represented my own declaration of independence—a crude 
but enticing slice of liberation, but not as defined or revelatory as I had em-
braced in music to that point. Films, books, and comics may have scratched an 
itch, but this . . . this was weirdly dissimilar. There was a tangible and cathartic 
release prevalent in its power and a mischievous smirk in its message. Mostly, it 
lent a voice to an id I had not yet discovered in early adolescence but knew was 
hiding there, ever so unhinged in pristine youth, while also remaining mysteri-
ous . . . until now. It was as if KISS would stand as the last exhale of my waning 
innocence, a distant call from uncharted recesses where one day the fantasies of 
invincible adventurers performed for my pleasure.
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Soon a rock magazine revealed a new KISS record had been released in 
March, and how could I not own it? Chores, odd jobs, and shameless begging 
preceded a quick bicycle ride to the record store, and soon Destroyer was mine.

And so the time has come.
The needle is released from its crude moorings and lifted ever so precisely 

above the spinning black sphere. The slightest drawing of a breath and the 
faintest wry smile as I await the moment of truth.
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Destroyer is the most compelling and influential musical statement in the highly 
provocative if not distinguished career of a hard-rock band from New York 
City whose name was an afterthought to the original vulgarity proffered at the 
band’s inception in the year 1973. Instead of going with FUCK, clearer heads 
prevailed—namely that of the band’s promotionally savvy twenty-three-year-
old bass player, previously known as Gene Klein, and his partner, the former 
Stanley Eisen, a fellow Queens native and twenty-one-year-old rhythm guitar-
ist, who suggested the more acceptable but no less bombastic KISS. By then, the 
perpetually forward-thinking Klein had been anointed Gene Simmons, and the 
singularly driven Eisen had become Paul Stanley. The drummer, Peter Criscuo-
la, more famously known as Peter Criss, a twenty-eight-year-old Italian tough 
from the mean streets of Brooklyn, had been a veteran of several half-cocked 
bands trolling the Gotham club circuit when Simmons answered his desperate 
plea looking for steady work in the East Coast edition of Rolling	Stone.

The last member to join, after answering a Village	Voice ad calling for a 
“flashy guitarist,” was twenty-two-year-old Bronx-bred Paul Frehley, who was 
never one to contemplate matters beyond the next laugh—which, coming from 
him, was something of a high-pitched cackle. There was already another Paul 
in the band, so Ace was born. It was the kind of sparkling moniker that would 
make Stanley’s innate sense of the rock idiom tingle and Simmons’s keen mar-
keting acumen shimmer. It didn’t hurt that Frehley designed the iconic double-
lightning-bolt design, which turned a watered down ode to physical bliss into 
the ultimate rock-and-roll symbol of gory spectacle.

Destroyer would be the band’s fourth studio effort and its Holy Grail. For 
over twenty-four road-weary months, KISS had transformed four masked and 
costumed characters into a militant tontine to notoriety, yet its members knew 
mostly poverty, ridicule, and frustration. Despite KISS’s best efforts to shock, 
cajole, and amuse, the music industry mostly ignored the band’s rather stupefying 
effect on what was soon becoming a religiously loyal army of fans. That the band 
survived long enough to realize Destroyer was itself nothing short of miraculous.

introduction
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This incredible fortitude in the face of every possible obstacle was primar-
ily due to The Act: a perfectly constructed amalgam of illogical but determined 
illusions peddled tirelessly in mass volume and glitz. From its inception, KISS 
held a singular, unwavering belief in The Act’s mystical cocktail of pure image, 
celebrated bravado, and unabashed machismo wrapped neatly inside a relent-
lessly unapologetic torrent of narcissism. By painting their faces clown-white 
with black and silver designs, dying their hair a uniformed blue-black, and 
donning black leather and high-heeled boots, The Act became a cohesive and 
individual visual statement, providing KISS the ample armor to combat the 
gnawing strains of reality. Thus shielded, The Act’s only mission was fame and 
fortune, and its desired effect was mass hallucination: a hypnotizing assault on 
the senses that never failed to ignite an orgasmic emotional release, perfor-
mance as spectacle further insulating the impenetrable façade.

On the very precipice of this grand vision, in the spring of 1976, KISS 
unleashed its testimonial.

Destroyer is not merely the philosophical, spiritual, and musical culmina-
tion of The Act in all its hyperbolic glory. There may not be a better sym-
bol of the entire over-stimulated, affluent, suburban, white, male, long-haired, 
fist-pumping zeitgeist that represented the living, breathing backbone of ’70s 
rock. Scores of social misfits lapped up every unapologetic sensation the “Me” 
Decade could dream up. These were the freshly minted faces of rock and roll’s 
third generation; the mutated offspring of the 1950s teen-consumer monster 
that shed the postwar dirge for a sock-hop, greasy stroll on the sexual side of 
the Caucasian blues, and the direct descendants of the 1960s’ acid-crazed fade 
of the Woodstock echo. Theirs was music not haunted by outer demons of op-
pression or the threat of war but best reflected in the bedroom mirror. And here 
were creatures devoid of fear and brazen enough to paint a new facade.

Thus Destroyer	is the indisputable KISS mission statement—the realiza-
tion of a dream that stridently reflects the extraordinary time from which it was 
fashioned. Destroyer is ’70s rock: loud, yes, and decadent, you bet, but mostly it 
is pompous, weird, and fantastical. It rocks, it chants, and it sure as hell bellows, 
growls, pulses, and panders like a motherfucker. It is a cartoon fantasy’s parody 
of excess. Its message is fun and doom all rolled up in a thunderous package of 
melodramatic farce. Destroyer is to The Act what the Declaration of Indepen-
dence is to the American Revolution. And isn’t it fitting that it was conceived 
and fashioned during the nation’s bicentennial celebration? KISS launched its 
gargantuan Spirit of ’76 tour to support Destroyer one day before the Fourth of 
July; a more capitalistic ode to unfettered liberty is hard to top.

However, it would be unfair to infer that Destroyer is an anachronism. In 
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fact, it manages to transcend its wildly ludicrous era with universally impas-
sioned themes of youth—sex, fantasy, and volume—which converge to form a 
united front of inestimable rebellion. Its chest-thumping, feel-good elixir still 
prompts Destroyer to roll off the tongue of even the most casual observer of the 
band.

Destroyer	is certainly KISS’s seminal album, standing beside its immediate 
predecessor, the legendary Alive!, if not realizing its mammoth potential. It is 
arguably KISS’s only true music-as-image opus, encapsulating everything the 
band stands for in the pantheon of hard rock. Destroyer is a singular event, as 
unique to its creators as it was to those who absorbed it. Certainly, nothing KISS 
recorded before or after Destroyer is comparable in any way—an achievement 
that may be impossible to state about any other long-running rock-and-roll 
outfit. Thus, many hardcore fans of the band at first gasped at the album and 
then railed against it. Newcomers seduced by its promise would sadly get no 
viable follow-up.

Beyond being a career-defining moment for its creators and its cultural im-
pact, Destroyer has a sound all its own, exploding from its grooves as a tank divi-
sion rumbling into battle. It is also ironically tender and playful, richly displaying 
the best overindulgent claptrap of the period—art in the guise of schlock and 
schlock impersonating art. There is a guiltless, way-over-the-top flavor to De-
stroyer that is enviable. The listener may feel ambushed and condescended but 
never cheated, for Destroyer is pure entertainment from start to finish. It unfurls 
as a KISS novella, from its radio-theater prologue to the oddly tapered looping 
conclusion, ornately colored in between with villains and heroes, melancholia 
and triumph, recklessness and solidarity. All of it filtered through a vortex of 
unbounded youth.

Destroyer is also the story of its producer, Bob Ezrin, who at the age of 
twenty-six had already become a force in the rock world. His work writing for, 
arranging, producing, coercing, motivating, and defining the bizarre aura of su-
perstar Alice Cooper introduced full-out camp and melodrama to the trade. An 
unflinching perfectionist and tireless taskmaster, Ezrin left just enough room 
for madness in his method. By 1976, he was at the height of his musical powers 
and a highly sought-after commodity, and one who chose to seek out the chal-
lenge of entering the myopic cauldron of KISS to put his stamp on its legacy.

The nine songs on Destroyer—seven of which Ezrin co-authored—cover 
an impressive range of subject matter, from flashback fantasy to teenage lust, 
Greek myth to gleeful sadomasochism, while celebrating the most sordid tried 
and true elements of rock and roll inspiration: speed, greed, and sex, sex, sex. 
Nearly all of the songs deal in some way with power, be it personal or cultural, 
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each flowing into the next as a seamless gospel to defying the ho-hum. The 
mischief-making is ornately adorned by a symphony of guitars, chimes, pipe 
organs, calliopes, lush orchestration, and the Brooklyn Boys Choir—a circus 
extravaganza beyond scope or restraint.

Ultimately, what KISS envisioned and Bob Ezrin molded in Destroyer	is a 
tribute to the ceaseless energy of rock and roll: more of an ideal than a musical 
idea, an unstoppable force that fueled four hungry New York City kids to turn 
the genre into an impenitent spectacle and rouse a fan base resembling more 
devoted congregation than mere audience. Destroyer is its tribal call, as ancient 
an art form as the race of humanity has conjured.

For KISS,	 Destroyer became, in essence, both an artistic triumph and a 
personal Waterloo. It marks time as a line of defiance between the garage-tinged 
thrash of the band’s assault on the disjointed post-’60s rock scene and the well-
oiled marketing monolith that was to come. Destroyer single-handedly turned 
KISS from a fledgling underground sensation—perhaps otherwise destined to 
be a one-trick oddity—to another thing entirely: a vehicle so completely and 
shamelessly commercial that it left plain “rock group” status far behind. Artist 
Ken Kelly’s famous cover painting of the band as cartoon marauders leaping 
from a charred mountain, leaving a wake of destruction in its path, says it all. 
Destroyer transformed KISS forever.

The band and its four unique characters would soon enter an uncharted pop-
culture stratosphere of showbiz marketing, product licensing, and overindulgent 
multimedia sensationalism, all with no assistance from radio, major national 
press coverage, or a #1 hit. This unprecedented achievement irreparably altered 
its participants, transforming management, record label, and most assuredly 
Simmons, Stanley, Criss, and Frehley from corny daydreamers into invincible 
egos inhabiting an ivory tower from which none would emerge unscathed.

In the sordid, bizarre, and glorious history of rock and roll, KISS is an 
enduring symbol of defiance. Mocked by critics and summarily dismissed by 
“serious” musicologists—while being fanatically celebrated as deity among its 
faithful—the band is a unique creation that stands alone, and Destroyer	is its 
triumph. Before it, KISS is a curious heavy-rock act with burlesque appeal. 
Afterward, it is an image-driven international multi-million-dollar juggernaut.

Making Destroyer unquestionably challenged the band’s creative resolve. 
Outside influences, musicians, and songwriters infiltrated the delicate balance 
of The Act’s inner sanctum, causing fractions that would never again heal. 
Nevertheless, its success saved its record label and expanded its producer’s 
career from one of Svengali translator of icons like Alice Cooper and Lou Reed 
to unprecedented chart master, leading to his jumpstarting of Peter Gabriel’s 
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solo career and realizing of Pink Floyd’s The	Wall. There was no going back after 
Destroyer. As with all great creative statements, it changed everything.

Destroyer is the central theme in an improbable story of one of the most 
successful, provocative, and underrated (overrated?) bands in rock history.

This is how it all went down.
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Get	up,	everybody’s	gonna	move	their	feet!
Get	down,	everybody’s	gonna	leave	their	seat!

Fade in . . .
The early morning sounds of dishes being meticulously washed in a cozy 

suburban kitchen setting. A distended monotone echoes steadily from a nearby 
transistor radio. In	Detroit,	a	Pontiac,	Michigan	youth	was	reported	dead	at	the	
scene	 of	 a	 head-on	 collision	 on	 Grand	 Avenue	 this	 morning.	 He	 was	 reportedly	
driving	on	the	wrong	side	of	the	boulevard	when	he	struck	a	delivery	truck	and	was	
catapulted	through	the	windshield	of	his	car.	The	driver	of	the	truck	is	reported	to	be	
uninjured.	Identities	of	both	men	are	being	withheld	by	local	police.

As effortlessly and casually as if spitting out random barometer readings, 
the patrician voice shifts inflection, but its tone remains ever stoic and detached.

County	legislators	today	are	expected	to	rally	to	the	aid	of	striking	longshoremen	
with	hopes	to	end	the	nine-month	deadlock	.	.	.

The voice fades into the ether, as dispensable as its gruesome dissemination. 
It is on to the next chapter—or, in this case, a drift backward in time. A door 
slams shut, the shifting of weight into a car seat. Keys jingle before one is 
inserted into the ignition. Two pumps on the clutch and revv-revv, the engine 
roars to life. Within seconds, a familiar guitar riff pumps through the dashboard 
speakers, the rumble of the engine a counter-rhythm to the manic wail of a 
scolding solo. This too disappears into the ether, leaving only the hum of the 
engine beneath its hood, tires whirring across the blacktop below.

Back inside, the music plays on, the tribal thump of drums, a walloping 
bass, and a distinct and rousing refrain now more than familiar: “I wanna rock 
and roll all night! And party every day!” The driver cannot help but to sing 
along joyfully. He knows the lyric. He feels the message. It is loud and it is clear. 
“I wanna rock and roll all night! And party every day!”

Then it is gone. Again. All that remains is the ascending grind of an ac-
celerating engine. We’ve taken flight.

“detroit rock City”
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Speed.
Freedom.
Rock and roll.
The pulse of a single electric guitar rises from this mise	 en	 scène—da-a-

na-a-na-a-na-a-na-a-na-a. Its hypnotic tempo, born of the churning pistons, 
preludes another harmonious guitar—da-a-na-a-na-a-na-a-na-a-na—raising 
the intensity and the stakes. They build together in blessed volume with a 
promise of speed and freedom, impeded only for an instant by the thunderous 
rat-a-tat-tat of a canon-fire drum roll, the hammering intro for two concussive 
power chords: BA-BAM! And for good measure, this time on the downbeat, 
the notes power again: BA-BAM! Now the drums have a place to land, right 
into the eternal drive. It is rock and roll personified, the restless heartbeat of the 
double-time blues burning fuel, ever threatening to explode upon re-entry. Not 
the train	a-rollin’ or the	giddy-up	409 but a supernatural rocket blast blowing 
holes in infinity.

As the song gains momentum, the booming burrow of bass joins the fray: 
chugging, chugging, laying down the chassis framework for the rumbling 
engine block. Is it speeding up? How fast? How far? Can it be stopped?

BA-BAM!
The singer, invincibly guiltless, comes alive.

I	feel	uptight	on	a	Saturday	night!
Nine	o’clock,	the	radio’s	the	only	light!

His words are accented by choral guitars and a funky bass run, all powered 
relentlessly by the concussive thunk-ta-wack,	 thunk-ta-wack of the backbeat 
assault.

I	hear	my	song	and	it	pulls	me	through!

This is wild abandon, no return, the stuff of American folklore: the open 
road leading to endless night.

Tells	me	what	I’ve	got	to	do,	I’ve	got	to	.	.	.

An invisible congregation chants, “Get up!” The hedonistic, amped-up, 
testosterone-addled preacher testifies. “Everybody’s gonna move their feet!”

“Get down!” the faithful retort.
“Everybody’s gonna leave their seat!” is the willful refrain.
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The guitars suddenly turn on themselves across the divide and begin a 
melodic riff, as if defying the downhill rumble of the drums.

You	gotta	loose	your	mind	in	Detroit	.	.	.	rock	city!

Then back to the power chords, resonating mischief again.

Get	up	.	.	.	Everybody’s	gonna	move	their	feet!
Get	down	.	.	.	Everybody’s	gonna	leave	their	seat!

The second verse repeats the musical tour de force. The singer (driver) tells 
us it’s getting late and he just can’t wait: it’s ten o’clock and he’s gotta hit the 
road, and the listener has no choice. We’re along for the ride. We know that 
first he drinks and then he smokes, because he proudly announces it, frantically 
starting up the car in the dire need to	make	the	midnight	show.

Get	up	.	.	.	Everybody’s	gonna	move	their	feet!
Get	down	.	.	.	Everybody’s	gonna	leave	their	seat!

The backdrop melodic riff now leaves the vocals behind and takes center 
stage, as contagious a boogie-woogie groove as can be imagined at ear-splitting 
levels. The stampede of drums is not merely driving the thing but crushing 
chunks of terra in its thundering wake, burring car sounds rumbling along 
beneath it. It is the noise-inducing equivalent of a speed-crazed delinquent 
pounding his fist on the dashboard until it cracks in two.

The elasticity point of the riff lifts a step as a hard-charging slam on mid-
range piano keys ushers in those skull-cracking power chords once more, lend-
ing an operatic melancholia to the wild proceedings. It is the perfect undercur-
rent to the singer’s third verse, replete with anguished hosannas to acceleration, 
hitting ninety-five on the speedometer but still moving much	too	slow. “I feel 
so good, I’m so alive!” he shouts, with mad glee. The song, his	song, pounds a 
mantra in his spinning brain:

Get	up	.	.	.	Everybody’s	gonna	move	their	feet!
Get	down	.	.	.	Everybody’s	gonna	leave	their	seat!

Suddenly the guitars disappear, allowing the drums to heighten the mood, 
bass drum to snare: thunk-ta-wack,	 thunk-ta-wack, an unstoppable four-to-
the-floor testimony to the driver at the wheel of his careening chariot. Thunk-
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ta-wack,	thunk-ta-wack. A rattling snare assails a beautifully melodious guitar 
interlude, which soon turns into a forlornly decadent symphony of guitars, a 
final musical lullaby from helpless angels hovering above, before the stirring 
denouement:

Twelve	o’clock,	I	gotta	rock.
There’s	a	truck	ahead,	lights	staring	at	my	eyes.

Oh	my	God,	no	time	to	turn.
I’ve	got	to	laugh	’cause	I	know	I’m	gonna	die!

We know from the gory prologue that our hero is doomed. Michigan	youth	
was	reported	dead	at	the	scene	of	a	head-on	collision	on	Grand	Avenue.	He is young, 
recklessly determined, and high as a kite, speeding through the darkness like 
a banshee. The ultimate example of immortality soon to be cut down. It is 
abundantly clear that at the crescendo of this incredible rock opener—chock 
full of naïve faith in seducing omniscience—death is nigh. It is foretold in an 
almost biblical tones before the volume and rhythm ever kick in. It is a suicide 
mission torn from the playbook of rock and roll’s greatest vehicular tragedies: 
“Leader of the Pack” (Shangri-Las), “Dead Man’s Curve” ( Jan & Dean), “Tell 
Laura I Love Her” (Ray Peterson), “Teen Angel” (Mark Dinning), “Wreck on 
the Highway” (Bruce Springsteen), and the list goes on . . .

Yet in our timeless tale of auto-destruction as rebellious, sexual, youthful 
release, for a fleeting moment this ode to reckless abandon—set in the teeming 
Midwestern metropolis where the American automobile was born, bread, and 
sold to a generation of gear-heads and hot-rod addicts—is given an unexpected 
reprieve. Our euphoric narrator’s final utterance is his Hamlet moment:

I’ve	got	to	laugh	’cause	I	know	I’m	gonna	die!	WHY??

The distended Greek chorus wraps it all up in a final climax as the horrific 
sounds of tires shriek across a blacktop—the prelude of deadly impact.

Get	up	.	.	.	Everybody’s	gonna	move	their	feet!
Get	down	.	.	.	Everybody’s	gonna	leave	their	seat!

Screeeeeeeeeeeeeeeecccchhhhhhhh	.	.	.	rrrrrrrrrrraaaahhhh	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.CRASH!
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I’ll	never	forget	the	first	review	we	got	was	from	a	New	Jersey	paper	and	it	tore	us	
to	bits.	But	it	attacked	us	in	such	a	way	that	made	us	look	like	stars.	It	said,	“Four	

wild	men	from	Borneo.”	I	mean,	that’s	the	greatest	way	to	put	someone	down.	
Everyone	wants	to	see	four	wild	men	from	Borneo.

—Gene Simmons1

p erhaps more so than any rock-and-roll band in history, KISS proudly wore
the “do anything to make it and stay there” attitude as a badge of courage. 

The Act could never languish too long in dingy clubs filling sets with bland cov-
er material, nor could it slowly attract audiences by acquiring a theme or style 
over the usual incubation period of a burgeoning rock band. The primary com-
mitment to concept allowed little room for the tedium of gradual development.

From its ingeniously structured origins, KISS was conceived to aim for the 
stars or bust, ignoring poverty, rejection, and ridicule to craft a living myth each 
member cultivated with zealot belligerence. “From the time that the group be-
came a foursome, there was something special about what we were doing,” Paul 
Stanley boasts to David Leaf and Ken Sharp, in their eminently readable KISS:	
Behind	the	Mask:	The	Official	Authorized	Biography. “It was all really magical. It 
wasn’t something you could create artificially or buy. It was	there.”2

The idea that even in the early 1970s—when David Bowie, Alice Coo-
per, and a host of cross-dressing, glam-bam androgynous posers ran the gamut 
of queer taste to outright absurdity—four rather homely New Yorkers would 
paint their faces in kabuki style and clad themselves in cheap leather, while 
balancing precariously on seven-inch, spike-heeled boots, seemed ludicrous. 
Never mind the empty stack of Marshall amplifier cabinets lined dramatically 
across the back of stages fogged in dry ice and adorned with eerie accouter-
ment. The music, it would seem, was an afterthought.

“I want notoriety,” Simmons told his biographers. “And I don’t want just 
rock-and-roll notoriety. I want fifty years from now to be the musical group of 

the Act
1
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the ’70s, just like the Beatles are the ’60s, and Elvis is the ’50s. And I don’t care if 
people remember a single song. I don’t have any hang-ups about musicianship. 
By its very nature rock and roll is not complex music. It’s throwaway art. The 
only thing I hope is to entertain my audience.”3

When KISS began to muscle its way onto the big city stages—at a time 
when New York was the grungy cesspool best depicted in Martin Scorsese’s Taxi	
Driver, released a month before Destroyer—it was not so much to volunteer its 
services than to conquer and bludgeon. As Simmons explains in KISS:	Behind	
the	Mask, “When we came out for the show in makeup, we scared the living 
daylights out of everybody. Nobody knew what the hell was going on. And 
we were playing real, real loud.”4 Most of all, KISS created an otherworldly 
alternative to the harsh realities of a broke and corrupt metropolis, ravaged by 
violence, crime, and apathy, not unlike contemporaries the New York Dolls but 
with an all-out blitz of showmanship and unwavering dedication to The Act.

“KISS was influenced by the New York Dolls in a sense that they went to 
see the Dolls after rehearsal and realized that the Dolls were the best-looking 
band out there and they couldn’t compete with them as far as trying to look 
good. The best way to compete with them was to the look like monsters, be-
cause nobody was doing that,” says the legendary rock photographer Bob Gru-
en, whose early work photographing KISS began to build the carefully crafted 
myth of The Act. “In fact, the first time any of them wore what became the 
KISS makeup was when Ace Frehley dressed up to go to the New York Dolls 
Halloween Ball at the Waldorf Astoria.”5

Kim Fowley, rock impresario and co-author of two songs that appear on 
Destroyer, agreed. “KISS was smart because they took what was going on at 
Mercer Art Center and expanded it tenfold. It evolved from Max’s Kansas City, 
where the New York Dolls came out of, and then you had CBGB’s with the 
Tuff Darts and Mink DeVille, which developed all the makeup and theatrics 
within the confines of club bands, but KISS put a big sound to it and made it 
arena and stadium.”6

“KISS really took it to another level,” Gruen adds. “The image was very 
much based on the Japanese kabuki ideas of exaggerated wild monsters, dress-
ing the part of cartoon characters rather than using the makeup or costumes as 
enhancement, the way some men would put on makeup to look like women. 
KISS put on makeup to look like monsters.”7

Frank Rose’s 1976 Circus magazine cover story, “Invasion of the Glitter 
Goths,” frames The Act’s intention to reach far beyond the seductive grip of 
Manhattan’s glitzy underground. “While other groups were sitting in Max’s 
running up bar bills they couldn’t pay, KISS was in their loft plotting how 
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to become a supergroup. Aside from the Dolls, the problem with the glitter 
groups was they couldn’t see beyond the Manhattan skyline. Most of them re-
alized their life’s ambitions the night they got to sit in the back room at Max’s. 
Not KISS. They had smarts enough to realize that the New York thing had 
limited appeal and that if they were going to go anywhere they would have to 
build an image which defined itself.”8

In the same feature, Paul Stanley expounds, “We used New York as a 
springboard, and we took advantage of the situation. But we were never really 
accepted by the New York people. We were never part of the crowd that hung 
out at Max’s. We tried to keep away from that. It was really important for us to 
maintain our individuality, because we didn’t want to live and die with the New 
York scene. And ultimately it died.”9

KISS’s first manager, Lew Linet, who prepared the band for the abuse it 
was sure to suffer in the crosshairs of hard-bitten New York audiences, put it 
best in Curt Gooch and Jeff Suhs’s comprehensive performance compendium, 
KISS	Alive	Forever. “The funny thing was that all four of them, especially Gene 
and Paul, would say to me over and over again, ‘Lew don’t worry about a thing. 
Doesn’t matter what they say or what they write, we don’t care because we are 
going to be the biggest band in the world.’ Understand that this is coming from 
two guys who were recently playing songs on the corner in Greenwich Village 
with their guitar cases open collecting quarters, a guy who was a refugee from a 
bar band in Queens and was ready to give up music entirely, and this crazy Ace 
Frehley guy from Mars.”10

From the very start, with no fan base, unknown to the press, and working 
on a zero-sum budget, KISS perpetuated the rock-god fantasy with pinpoint 
aggression. As near-deaf rock legend Pete Townshend once mused on the 
success of the Who, “Power and volume . . . power and volume!”11 KISS mauled 
audiences with almost laughably simplistic rock fodder presented as horror-
sci-fi-burlesque-fiasco. Culling inspiration from another P. T., as in Barnum, 
the band concentrated its collective energy on performance as spectacle and 
suspense, effecting an electrified rock homage to carnival thrills and spook house 
chills. The accompanying music was a well-worn mixture of lurid wet-dream 
lyrics caterwauled over distorted barre chords and crude rhythms unleashed by 
four cartoon characters straight out of Lon Chaney’s grab-bag of trickery.

The most visibly delighted by all this was the supremely confident Gene 
Simmons, an Israeli immigrant whose Hungarian-born mother had escaped 
the Holocaust and an absentee husband to spirit her son to America, where 
the mostly isolated preteen Chaim Witz gorged on television heroes and 
comic-book lore. Simmons’s Demon character came complete with an artfully 
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protruding tongue that not only defied logic in length (purportedly nearly six 
inches or seven inches, depending on who’s measuring) but in his ability to 
make it curl. Looking like a curious cross between a high-class hooker and 
Dante’s chief tormentor, the Demon’s extended papillae both teased and revolt-
ed. His face makeup, black bat-wings running from his prominent cheekbones 
to his considerable forehead—accentuated by pulling his dark, curly locks back 
into a Samurai warrior coif—was only the beginning of Simmons’s high-wire 
act. KISS’s stage-stomping bass player wore a leather bat-wing costume with 
skull and crossbones emblazoned across the chest, hoisting his already lengthy 
frame onto seven-inch heeled boots, looming from the stage as Godzilla to 
an already freaked audience. And, of course, the Demon could breathe fire (a 
neat trick tutored by someone called Presto the Magician, wherein a mouth 
filled with kerosene is dramatically ignited by a torch) and spit blood (a boiled 
concoction of eggs, cottage cheese, maple syrup, and yogurt with red dye), all in 
the name of showbiz.

Simmons’s KISS co-founder, Paul Stanley, the youngest of two children 
born to Jewish-American parents—his father a furniture salesman, his mother 
a teacher—whom he describes in his memoir as “not happy people,”12 was the 
Star Child, and as such wore the symbol of his youthful ambitions over his right 
eye. A single black star and ruby-red lipstick would adorn his alabaster face, 
which spent the majority of the time pursed in an eternal smooch and the rest 
bellowing out stridently raw vocals. An otherwise soft-spoken philosophical 
type with a formal education in music and art, Stanley may have possessed less 
ballsy charisma than Simmons—who didn’t?—but was nonetheless a stirring 
front man. As he sashayed luridly on his own seven-inch heeled boots, a bare-
chested sequined jumpsuit dominating the spotlight, his razor-sharp voice 
coerced raucous chants and impassioned sing-alongs with a religious fervor 
rarely exhibited beyond gospel and soul revues. Yet Stanley’s star-trip was not 
that of the traditional lead vocalist—which the KISS model of four-equals-
one rejected anyway—but that of the shaman leading willing minions into his 
daydream world of fast women and hot guitar licks.

With Stanley as the effeminately romantic preacher man and Simmons 
the gruesome beast patrolling the darker and deeper sides of KISS, Ace Frehley 
and Peter Criss provided the wildly off-kilter balance.

Frehley, the youngest of three offspring to his working-class parents, was a 
carefree, booze-addled jokester and reluctant spotlight grabber—specifically in 
the considerable stage shadows cast by Simmons and Stanley. The Space Ace, 
adorned in streamlined futuristic jumpsuit with knee-high flying-saucer boots, 
would become the intergalactic alien presence in the harlequin quartet, the only 
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member to allow a color (silver) other than traditional minstrel blacks and reds 
into his makeup. (Criss would later add some green and a spot of silver into his 
Cat Man mask.) Frehley’s slender frame and languid stage moves helped shape 
the Ace persona, which he fulfilled with the rapid-fire fret-fingering that made 
him the most famously aped lead guitarist of his time. With Stanley’s relentless 
dedication to laying down solid rhythms that he rarely strayed from allowing 
for extemporaneous digit calisthenics by his fellow guitarist, Ace was the flash 
to Stanley’s postures and Simmons’s machinations. It was a formidable stage-
presence trio, each clearly defined and easily identifiable.

The hardcore backbone was provided by drummer Peter Criss, whose 
background in street doo-wop and ’50s-style rhythm and blues did not hurt 
the painfully Caucasian middle-class threesome out front. The most soulful 
of the band’s voices, Criss further added to the KISS philosophy that all four 
members share the spotlight. Although the band was made up of city kids, 
Criss, the eldest of four in a traditional Italian-American family, was the street-
savvy troubled urchin, having spent his youth in roving gangs, barely surviving 
street fights. Significantly, he was the band’s senior member by five years—
an eternity in the realm of influences, both in pop culture and music. While 
the other three found their chops in the ’60s rock stable—Cream, the Rolling 
Stones, Jimi Hendrix—Criss was weaned on Gene Krupa, Frank Sinatra, 
and the 1940s big band sound, thus adding a kind of swing that would have 
been sorely missed had KISS gone with a more traditional rock drummer. An 
affinity for and embracing of the nine lives mystery of cats perfectly suited his 
smoldering back-alley manner, so Criss chose to be the Cat Man, which lent a 
literal sensibility to his makeup and character.

Like Frehley, Criss was a veteran of several squabbling bands that could 
not get over the hump, and thus he did not initially mind being on board 
for anything. Only later did he openly bristle at being in a band made up of 
Halloween parade floats and forced to duck the odd explosion or blood spat. 
Having already drummed for numerous flops, most notably a New York band 
called Chelsea, Criss was as primed for the big time as Stanley and Simmons, 
both of whom had similarly tasted minor success and major disappointment 
with the short-lived Wicked Lester (Criss entered as it splintered), which 
recorded a forgettable album that was dumped upon completion by Epic 
Records. After absorbing Frehley, who showed up to his audition already half 
in the bag and wearing two different colored sneakers in late 1972, it took 
KISS only a handful of lukewarm club gigs and a quickly patchworked demo, 
fortuitously produced by Eddie Kramer of Electric Lady Studios fame, to be 
on its way.
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Wasting even less time, the band put together several self-promoted show-
cases in the summer of 1973 for label executives and potential management, 
many of them trumped up by cleverly-worded “press releases” followed by a 
crudely cobbled version of what would be the KISS model: the Star Child’s 
bellowed prancing, the Space Ace’s wobbly bending of riotous notes, the De-
mon stomping about menacingly, and the ferocious pounding of the skins by 
the Cat Man. It was at one of these well-rehearsed previews of The Act that 
KISS’s ear-splitting theatrics caught the attention of a thirty-year-old televi-
sion producer named Bill Aucoin.

Aucoin, a slickly dressed smooth-talker with an overly enthusiastic streak, 
shared much of The Act’s irrepressible lust for fame and fortune, harboring 
all the what-the-hell sense of gambling needed for the coming deluge. With 
an extensive background in television advertising, directing, and editing 
commercials for Reeves Teletape and later his own company, Direction Plus, 
his best known contribution to rock and roll was his MTV antecedent Flipside, 
a syndicated popular music interview/performance show. A television man 
through and through—which meant he was no stranger to the peddling of 
illusion for mass hypnotizing—Aucoin did not have a reticent bone in his body 
and welcomed embarrassment and ridicule as clear signs that boatloads of cash 
were soon to follow. Almost immediately, he began to huddle with the band 
on its image and presentation, further increasing KISS’s hunger to become 
outlandishly notorious.

“To put it bluntly, the four of us created the makeup, the logo, the tunes, 
and the look and feel of KISS, but it was Bill who took it all the way,” Gene 
Simmons admits, in Behind	the	Mask. “It was Bill who said, ‘Let’s take this to 
the nth degree. Let’s breathe fire. Let’s have explosions and all sorts of things.’ 
We didn’t have the technical expertise and/or the money to do any of that. But 
Bill did.”13

To that end, Aucoin introduced his lover, showbiz impresario Sean Del-
aney, to the band. Delaney, a transvestite with professional dance, theater, and 
stage chops, was well versed in alter-ego costume performance and ushered 
KISS through New York’s underground S&M fashion scene of studded leather, 
chains, corsets, dog collars, elaborate cod pieces, and high-heeled boots. He 
dyed all of their hair a sinister blue-black, creating an alien solidarity, accented 
by costumes dominated by a singular color scheme of deep blacks and metallic 
silvers. Most importantly, Delaney, with the assistance of Aucoin’s videotape 
equipment, began molding the band’s live personas, demanding they never 
break character before, during, or after performances. Hours of reviews and 
refinements quickly transformed gimmick into conceptual art.
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“Sean Delaney was, in my estimation, the fifth member of KISS,” writes 
Peter Criss in his engrossing memoir, Makeup	to	Breakup:	My	Life	in	and	Out	
of	KISS. “He was a tremendously talented force. Sean worked 24/7 with us. 
He was like an obsessed drill sergeant. When we’d get in that rehearsal room 
and were all up there together on that stage, he would get in front of us and it 
was like he was leading the largest orchestra in the world, he was so into it. I 
was nobody then, but when I was around Sean, I felt like royalty, like I was the 
greatest drummer in the world. Both Sean and Bill knew instinctively that it 
was important to treat us all like stars, and they absolutely did.”14

Dennis Woloch, who would eventually head up the design team behind 
Destroyer, was the art director/creative director at Howard Marks Advertising, 
which shared space on Madison Avenue with Bill Aucoin. He recalled a bizarre 
daily ritual during an interview for this book. “I remember when Gene was 
learning how to blow fire and he was doing it right up in the office. He had 
some circus guy up there teaching him. He was this little brown guy who 
looked exotic. He was teaching Gene how to make a good mist. Gene was just 
blowing water out of his mouth, going through the choreographed move where 
he would hold the torch up and stand a certain way. He just kept spitting water 
all over Bill Aucoin’s office. When it was time to use the fuel, he was blowing 
flames right in the office. You could smell kerosene all over the place.”15

Aucoin also sought the expertise of the Jules Fischer Organization to assist 
in the band’s original staging. With its extensive resume of Broadway sets, the 
group was led by Fischer’s distinct eye for the dramatic. To focus in on the 
youth/rock market, Fischer tapped a recent graduate of NYU’s School of the 
Arts for Theatrical Design, Mark Ravitz, who was a student in his lighting-
design class and had done some work staging rock shows at Bill Graham’s 
famed Fillmore East. Ravitz immediately sized up the personalities before him: 
“Bill Aucoin was an alchemist; he could turn shit into gold. Sean Delaney was 
sort of an older rock-and-roller living out some of his dreams through the 
band. Peter Criss was the oldest and for him this was ‘make or break’—it was 
his life, and so he was a little more serious about it. Ace seemed to be blasted 
most of the time, although the logo was his idea. Paul kept mostly to himself. 
Gene was the one pretty much running the show.”16

Ravitz helped design the set for the first official KISS show under Aucoin’s 
steady hand at Manhattan’s Academy of Music, building the now iconic four-
foot-high KISS logo that would be suspended at center stage above the band, 
along with the original flash pots and other minor stage effects that would 
later evolve into ear-splitting explosions. Alongside Delaney in acting as a key 
member of the inner sanctum at the launch of the band’s live persona, Ravitz 
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would later play a major role in the immense expanse of the KISS live model 
set alight by the conceiving of Destroyer.

Come autumn, Aucoin offered KISS a management contract, which the 
band agreed to sign when he boldly promised to procure them a record deal 
within the month. True to his signature, Aucoin came through, thanks in no 
small part to his company Direction Plus (later to become Rock Steady) and 
its relationship with Buddah Records’ top man, Neil Bogart, who would soon 
leave to start his own label and needed to make a splash.

On November 1, 1973, KISS became the first act to join what would be-
come Casablanca Records. Its chairman, the thirty-year-old Bogart, was best 
known in the industry for his creation, promotion, and massaging of such bub-
blegum acts as the Ohio Express, the 1910 Fruitgum Company, and Melanie, 
among others. He jumped at the chance of a showbiz-ready product. In his 
extensive inside history of the scandalously outrageous and hugely successful 
Casablanca Records, And	Party	Every	Day, executive vice president (and Bog-
art’s cousin) Larry Harris remembers the label’s reaction to KISS vividly. “KISS 
was an incredibly compelling band. These guys commanded your attention, and 
there was no way you could walk away from them feeling apathetic. Love them 
or hate them, you were going to have a strong reaction, and Neil and I both 
knew that anyone capable of provoking this type of visceral response was the 
stuff of future superstardom.”17

It was no coincidence that Bogart, who had had a brief run as a pop 
performer following the release of a minor teen hit “Bobby” (credited to Neil 
Scott) in 1961, and Aucoin, the producer of a visual representation of rock 
performance, would join forces to build on the core philosophy of The Act. 
In his exhaustive overview of the 1970s KISS machine, KISS	and	Sell—The	
Making	 of	 a	 Supergroup, C. K. Lendt, the former vice president of KISS’s 
business management team, summarizes this collective philosophy within 
Aucoin’s singular methodology. “Bill’s earliest sermons to KISS was to promote 
themselves at all times. Talk big, act big, project success—it’ll pay dividends. 
That was the whole point—not just making KISS big, but making it bigger 
than it really was.”18

KISS biographer Ken Sharp, whose prodigious research for Nothin’	 to	
Lose—The	Making	of	KISS	1972–1975 involved interviewing hundreds of peo-
ple in and around the band, came away with an unflinchingly absurd picture of 
The Act’s invincibility. “Listening to every story, you can really feel the devo-
tion and naiveté surrounding the band then. They needed it to overcome the 
barriers they faced and the doors that were shut in their face. These guys were 
adorned with a supernatural sense of belief in themselves, and the people that 
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surrounded them were the perfect dreamers. Put all together, it formed a pretty 
spectacular force.”19

In less than one year, Simmons, Stanley, Frehley, and Criss had formed 
a band, created a four-point, fully realized image and its accompanying act, 
whipped together a crude but functioning list of original songs, settled on sim-
patico management, and signed a record deal with a burgeoning hype-crazed 
label. It is no wonder that, within two years, they would be on the cusp of con-
quering the rock world.
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